DR-SIP: Protocols for Higher Order Structure Modeling with Distance Restraints- and Cyclic Symmetry-Imposed Packing.
Quaternary structure determination for transmembrane/soluble proteins requires a reliable computational protocol that leverages observed distance restraints and/or cyclic symmetry (Cn symmetry) found in most homo-oligomeric transmembrane proteins. We survey 118 X-ray crystallographically solved structures of homo-oligomeric transmembrane proteins (HoTPs) and find that ∼97% are Cn symmetric. Given the prevalence of Cn symmetric HoTPs and the benefits of incorporating geometry restraints in aiding quaternary structure determination, we introduce two new filters, the distance-restraints (DR) and the Symmetry-Imposed Packing (SIP) filters. SIP relies on a new method that can rebuild the closest ideal Cn symmetric complex from docking poses containing a homo-dimer without prior knowledge of the number (n) of monomers. Using only the geometrical filter, SIP, near-native poses of 7 HoTPs in their monomeric states can be correctly identified in the top-10 for 71% of all cases, or 29% among 31 HoTP structures obtained through homology modeling, while ZDOCK alone returns 14% and 3%, respectively. When the n is given, the optional n-mer filter is applied with SIP and returns the near-native poses for 76% of the test set within the top-10, outperforming M-ZDOCK's 55% and Sam's 47%. While applying only SIP to three HoTPs that comes with distance restraints, we found the near-native poses were ranked 1st, 1st and 10th among 54,000 possible decoys. The results are further improved to 1st, 1st and 3rd when both DR and SIP filters are used. By applying only DR, a soluble system with distance restraints is recovered at the 1st-ranked pose. Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.